Reply to Reviewers

Dear Dr. Ghiggi, thank you for your constructive and valuable comments. We have revised the manuscript in response to your comments and hope that you will find our revised manuscript suitable for publication.

Reviewer 1

The manuscript by Nasreen et al., investigate the reconstruction of annual runoff timeseries for 14 European catchments over the period 1500-2000. In the first part, the authors evaluate the validity of an existing precipitation and temperature reconstruction dataset against GCHN stations. In a second step, they evaluate the use of 2 data-driven models and a lumped hydrological model to predict annual runoff. In a third section, they provide an overview on years with low annual runoff occurred in the selected 14 European catchments during the last 500 years.

Major Comments

1. The authors should make it clear through the entire text that the manuscript deal with annual runoff reconstructions. Neither the title and the abstract mention it. I would suggest starting by modifying the title with “A 500-year annual runoff reconstruction for 14 select-ed European catchments”.

   **Author’s Response:** We agreed and have updated the title, abstract (L10) as well as other occurrences throughout the text.

   **Title:** "A 500-year annual runoff reconstruction for 14 selected European catchments”.

   The abstract was modified as,

   L7-10 ➔ "In this study, we have used reconstructed precipitation and temperature data, Palmer Drought Severity Index and available observed runoff across fourteen European catchments in order to develop annual runoff reconstructions for the period 1500–2000 using two data-driven and one conceptual lumped hydrological model."

2. Instead of “long-term”, I would suggest using the term “multi-century”

   **Author’s Response:** L7, long-term was changed to multi-century.

3. When speaking about droughts in the text, please always specify the scale of the considered drought:

   - Runoff drought ➔ Annual runoff droughts
   - Drought duration ➔ Multi-year drought duration
   - Runoff drought severity ➔ Annual runoff drought severity

   **Author Response:** We agreed and hence, we have made changes throughout the manuscript (e.g. L190 and L195).

4. I wonder if it’s wort to keep in the text everything related to the “natural proxy data”.

   - The inclusion of such data does not improve the model at all. You could simply add a sentence in the model discussion saying that “the inclusion of additionally proxy data has been investigated but did not provide benefits to model accuracy”. I would suggest to just focus on the improvement provided by adding drought indicator (scPDSI).

   - In the text you mention multiple times the use of “natural proxy data” that clutter and complicate the reading in the introduction, Section 2.2 and 3.1.

   - In Section 2.2, you speak about data standardization. For what reason? Then you applied the normalization to 0-1 for model training as described in the Appendix?
- For GRDC stations where there is no close proxy data which data did you use? There is skill reported for all catchments in Table 3 for “Gridded+Proxy” models.

- Are you adding a column for the precipitation natural proxy, and one column for the temperature proxy? This is not explained in the text.

- In Section 3.1 you say: “selected the raw proxy data from inside the catchment or within a 100 km buffer around the catchment.”. The following question arises:
  - If more than one proxy in the 100 km outside the catchment do you take the average value of the proxies?
  - If no proxy in the 100 km radius, which value do you assign to the catchment?
  - Is it representative a single proxy within a catchment that extends thousands of km2 (tens of 0.5 x 0.5 grid cells)?

Author’s Response: Thank you for this suggestion. We agreed that it is much easier to present the analysis without other natural proxies for the reasons you are summarizing. Therefore, we removed all proxy-related material and analysis from the manuscript.

5. I would suggest creating a separate section to introduce the scPDSI drought indicator (new Section 2.2?).

Author’s Response: Following the comment, we introduced a new section.

L82 → Section 2.2 ‘scPDSI Drought indicator’

6. In Section 3.1 please introduce how you define the calibration and validation set. Currently they are defined only in the results Section 4.2

Author’s Response: Indeed, thank you for this comment. We defined the calibration and validation periods in the beginning of the Methods section.

L129-130 → "Data were split into two parts: calibration (1900–2000) and validation (<=1900) to assess the model’s accuracy and to select an appropriate model."

7. Clearly state that GR1A is a conceptual lumped hydrological model.

Author’s Response: This was done:

L134-135 → “The GR1A is a conceptual lumped hydrologic model Manabe (1969), considering dynamic storage and antecedent precipitation conditions.”

8. In Section 3.2, please specify in more detail how the X parameter of GR1A is optimized and if it is optimized independently for each catchment. Only in the result Section 4.2 I can read “for each catchment separately”.

Author’s Response: We updated the section 3.2.

L138-139 → "The parameter X is optimized individually for each catchment by maximizing the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) between observed and simulated runoff."

9. In Section 3.3, please specify if a NN model is trained for each catchment, or a single model is trained for all catchments

Author’s Response: The text was altered in response to the reviewer suggestion:

L174-176 → “The model development process was repeated several times, minimizing the Root Mean Square Error (BRNN) and Mean Square Error (LSTM) for each catchment individually.”

10. In Section 3.3, I would avoid the use of term “Gridded”. All models received as input is the sum/average catchment P and T. Maybe the word “Forcing” is more appropriate. “Gridded” erroneously make thinking to “distributed” or gridded simulations.

Additionally, at line 159, please specify that the “lagged forcing” refers to 1-year lag data. Currently is just specified at line 259. Also provide explanation why you didn’t use additional temporal lags (i.e. 2 and 3 years).
Author’s Response: We appreciated the comment because it pointed out some inaccuracies in our methodology description. Indeed, we did not use the actual gridded simulation but the mean value of P and T across the catchment (as now explicitly mentioned in the methods). We have decided to use lag 1 year for our analysis because the correlation between (lagged) annual precipitation and runoff drops to 0 after lag 1.

L152-157 "We considered combinations of reconstructed forcing, OWDA-based scPDSI, and lagged forcing as an input into the network for both model types. Specifically, the network using only reconstructed forcing is referred to as "P+T", the network with reconstructed forcing and OWDA scPDSI is termed as "P+T+PDSI" and finally the network which includes 1-year lagged forcing is referred to as "P+T+Lag". Please note, that dependence between annual precipitation and runoff at longer time lags was explored as well but since the correlation drops significantly at lags longer than 1, longer lags were not considered in the models."

11. In Section 3.3 please clarify what is currently described at line 175-179.
   - "Best performance" at L175 refers to which metric? MAE?
   - "To reduce the likelihood of overfitting during the calibration/training, a fraction of the calibration data was used to check the performance of an independent (or so-called "testing") set”
     ➔ Which fraction?
     ➔ I am confused. Training/Calibration: 1900-2000; Verification/Test set: (prior 1900). The model tuning/validation set is a fraction of 1900-200 data?
     ➔ Please use the term “test set” only for data not used for model training and hyperparameter tuning

Author’s Response: In LSTM method, Mean Absolute Error (MAE) was referred as the loss function and Mean Square Error (MSE) was used to check the internal measure of accuracy. In addition, the training data set ranged from 1900 to 2000 and the validation set spanned the years prior to 1800 until GRDC-Runoff became accessible. While, testing set (25% of trained data) was used to avoid overfitting and determine, when training became halted.
The text was modified accordingly,

L172-176 "To set the optimal hyperparameters of the models (such as the number of neurons and activation functions, etc.) and to reduce the likelihood of overfitting during the calibration/training, the performance was checked considering an independent (or so-called "testing") set. This was pulled from the calibration data (1900–2000) as a (random) fraction (25%). The model development process was repeated several times, minimizing the Root mean square Error (BRNN) and Mean Square Error (LSTM) for each catchment individually. The model with the best performance was then chosen for further evaluation."

12. L12: “On the other hand, the data-driven models have been proven to correct this bias (referred to underestimation of variance)”. In the main text, but also in the supplementary you don’t provide the rSD metric on the annual runoff evaluation against GRDC. It is therefore difficult to verify such statement. On my experience, data-driven models are good in coping with conditional bias in the data, less in conditional variance. I would be surprised if you overestimate the variability of runoff. Please provide the rSD metric also in the runoff evaluation. In Fig.5, I see all models to underestimate the variance!

Author’s Response: The rSD was added into the heatmap and runoff reconstructions in the Supplementary material.
You are right - our statement in the previous version was incorrect - the variance is underestimated as clear now from the figure. We revised the text accordingly.

L11-13 "On the other hand, the validation of input precipitation fields revealed an underestimation of the variance across most of Europe, which is propagated into the reconstructed runoff series."

13. What you define as rSD in the Appendix is the “ratio of standard deviations” and not the “relative error in standard deviation” as referred to at line 181.

Author’s Response: L179 ➔ The term "relative error in standard deviation" has been replaced by "Standard Deviation Ratio" in the Appendix.
14. In both the evaluation of P, T and R, you don’t provide information related the bias. Please provide the BIAS (mean difference between pred. and obs.) or the relative BIAS (BIAS/mean(obs)). You could report BIAS instead of D.

**Author’s Response:** We agreed. The D metric figures were replaced by BIAS or relBIAS figures.

15. Please correct the definition of the skill metrics in the appendix. - The definition of R at line 404 is wrong!
   - At line 412, the coefficient of determination is equivalent to \( R^2 \). And “decided improvement” is maybe a too strong word . . .
   - In the equation of the index of agreement (maybe IoD), which sometimes appears as D and sometimes as d, in the denominator there is a missing “i” subscript within mean(o).
   - At line 421, alpha corresponds to rSD, r to R. There is lot of repetitions. I guess you could remove also the scaling factors “s” within KGE since I guess you use 1 for all of them.
   - Maybe add the BIAS or relBIAS metric

**Author’s Response:** The definition of R was corrected and added at lines \( \rightarrow L405-406 \).

\[
R = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(p_i - \bar{p})(o_i - \bar{o})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(p_i - \bar{p})^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(o_i - \bar{o})^2}}
\]

Where "p" and "o" referred to predicted and observed value. The definition of D was deleted, since it is not reported anymore. The KGE was simplified and scaling factors have been replaced with 1. In addition, the BIAS and relBIAS metrics were included in Appendix.

16. I would suggest removing entirely the analysis of the impact of aggregating ed time-scale analysis. I believe it does not have anything in relation to the objective of the manuscript, and introduce plenty of questionable sentence
   - L220: “The RMSE decrease with increasing temporal aggregation because the RMSE depend on the number of observations. “
   - \( \rightarrow \) I would eventually argue that RMSE decrease because aggregating over time smooth (aka) decrease the variance.
   - L222: “Except for correlation which shows relatively stable values over aggregations, it is evident that the reconstruction skill decreases the greater the (aggregation) time-scale”.
   - \( \rightarrow \) It means that for the reconstruction skill you refer to NSE or KGE.
   - \( \rightarrow \) The rSD is expected to decrease when averaging over time
   - \( \rightarrow \) If NSE and KGE decreases, if the correlation is relatively stable, and the RMSE decrease, the source of the decrease is increasing bias. But you don’t provide information on it . . .
   - Eventually, the caption of Figure 4 should be completely reformulated. It does not describe the figure content, it does not mention if it refers to P or T evaluation; it refers to GRDC instead of GHCN, ..
   - \( \rightarrow \) “Fig. 4. Benchmarking GOF accuracy of P (or T) reconstruction against GHCN stations at various temporal scale . . .

**Author’s Response:** Thank you for this suggestion. This analysis originated in the preliminary exploration of the dataset and we agreed that it is not needed for the scope of the paper. The multi-scale analysis was therefore, removed from the paper.

17. Figure 2 and 3 should be revised. - Please add the BIAS or relBIAS metric (eventually replacing IoD)
   - Please correct the colorbar limits to facilitate comparison. I suggest setting to 1 the max value for Index of Agreement, NSE and KGE colormaps.
   - KGE should be bounded to 0 as far as I know. But I see negative values!!!
   - NSE below 0 means that the long-term mean of the station time series would provide better accuracy than using the reconstruction. Maybe set lower limits of NSE also to 0 (unbounded left)
   - Strangely the KGE colormap as a single step value of 0.3 (0.3-0.6). I guess there is a code mistake here!!!
   - Slightly reduce the marker size to reduce a bit the superimpositions of the circles.

**Author’s Response:** Figures 2 and 3 were renamed as Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Hereafter, Relative bias is included in Figure 3. While for Figure 4, we introduced Bias instead of D. In both cases, the “relative error of standard deviation”
18. Please color code the cells of Table 3 with the same colormaps of Fig 2 and 3

**Author’s Response:** The colormap of Table 3 was updated as similar to Figures 2 and 3. Also, Table 3 was altered to Figure 4, when the legend color bar was added. Likewise, the Supplementary tables were changed.

19. I am not sure I understand what is represented in Fig. 8. Is a comparison between GRDC vs simulated runoff values in the Q0-Q33 range? If yes, the axis label should be runoff [mm/year] !!!

**Author’s Response:** Figure 8 originally represents the runoff deficit based on 33% threshold. As a result, the Figure labels were written as runoff deficit[mm/year], and the caption was also modified. "The observed and simulated runoff deficit based on the 33rd percentile threshold for 14 selected catchments during the calibration and validation period."

20. I find really interesting the analysis in 4.4. Maybe you could highlight the value of some your statements, by adding an interesting figure or by for example plotting some drought years labels close to their cdf points in Fig 6

**Author’s Response:** "We appreciate Reviewer remarks. Figure 6 was modified by adding drought events to each panel and further lines were added.

"The most severe drought year identified by the models was the same in the periods 1500–1800 and 1900–2000 (Figure 7 left and right panels), while for 1800–1900 the models identified either 1865 (GR1A, LSTM) or 1858 (BRNN, 2nd worse for LSTM). Please note that the 1858 low water mark is available at Laufenburg Pfister et al. (2006) near Basel and was regarded as one of the worst winter droughts in the last 200 years."

21. I think that an additional plot with the “best” reconstruction of one or two time series (selected and zoomed) from Fig S1 and S2) could be a nice addition to the main manuscript.

**Author’s Response:** We agreed, and Figure 8 is included in the main text to show the two best reconstructed runoff series.

22. I would like to draw your attention to the fact that there are a couple of works related to century and multi-century hydrological reconstructions that are not currently present in your references and would be worth adding:
Related to Rhine Drought, this one is also very interesting: Christian Pfister, Rolf Weingartner Jürg Luterbacher (2006) Hydrological winter droughts over the last 450 years in the Upper Rhine basin: a methodological approach, Hydrological Sciences Journal, 51:5, 966-985, DOI: 10.1623/hysj.51.5.966

**Author’s Response:** The reference (Moravec et al., 2019) already exists in the manuscript. The remaining suggested references were added to the database and the following text was updated in the subsection.

"As another example, Caillouet et al. (2017) provides a 140-year data set of reconstructed streamflow over 662 natural catchments in France since 1871 using the GR6J hydrological model, highlighting several well-known extreme"
low flow events."

Monthly runoff anomalies analyzed from the GRUN data set (Ghiggi et al., 2019) show that August 1976 was the fifth driest month between 1900 and 2014, with some of our study catchment also signaling the 1976 yearly drought (e.g. Köln-Rhine, Hann-Munden-Wesser, Bodenwerder-Wesser)," 

A multi ensemble modeling approach using GR4J has been applied by Smith et al. (2019) to develop a UK-based historical river flows and examine the potential of reconstruction for capturing peak and low flow events from 1891 to 2015."

"Please note that the 1858 low water mark is available at Laufenburg Pfister et al. (2006) near Basel and was regarded as one of the worst winter droughts in the last 200 years."

23. Facultative (but potentially interesting and very appreciated), I would be curious to see how a temporally aggregated century-long monthly runoff reconstruction such GRUN (Ghiggi et al., 2019, 2021) (i.e. forced by GSWP3) would compare to your annual time series during the calibration period. I guess it could require a couple of day of work, but I am intrigued to know if an ad-hoc catchment based annual runoff reconstruction provides better results than annual catchment runoff derived from gridded monthly runoff time series.

**Author’s Response:** The statistical analysis of annual-based GRUN forced by GSWP3 and runoff reconstruction against GRDC runoff (Figure S9) and two time series (Figure S10) were included in the Supplementary Material and are also presented below.

---

**Figure 1.** Statistical comparison between reconstructed and GRUN runoff with respect to observed GRDC Runoff for the common period 1902-2000
Figure 2. The simulated, observed, and GRUN time series for Dresden and Weurzburg catchments from 1900 to 2000. Model comparisons in terms of statistics can be seen at the top of the Figure.

Text was also added in the manuscript, L293-300 → "Finally, to check to consistency of our reconstructed dataset, we compared the skill of our simulation with respect to the GRDC runoff observation with that of the GSWP3-forced GRUN monthly runoff averaged over the catchments (Supplementary Fig. S9 and S10). Our reconstruction outperforms GRUN data in RMSE, MAE, relBIAS and NSE in the majority of the catchments, while the correlation to GRDC runoff is slightly higher for GRUN compared to our reconstruction. The variability, which is underestimated by our data-driven models (on average by 16.5%) is overestimated by GRUN (on average by 17.2%). Since the correlation compensates the bias the KGE for our reconstruction and GRUN is comparable. This suggests that GRUN could be used for data-driven model training, provided at least some information on flow characteristics is available in the catchment."

Minor Comments

7: long-term → multi-century annual runoff reconstructions are still lacking ( . . . )
Author’s Response: L7  The text was updated

7: Remove: (e.g. monthly, . . . . )

9: Remove: proxy data (if you follow Important Remark 3)

Author’s Response: L8  The text was removed

25: For the last 40 years  —— In the last 40 years

Author’s Response: L23-24  The text was updated accordingly

26: Missing reference for the 45 million loss fact

Author’s Response: L24  Reference was added (Anonymous, 2020).

30-33: To be reformulated, please!

Author’s Response: “Continuous records of runoff/discharge series are no longer available, including various multi-year droughts and pluvial periods. On the other hand, proxy-based (typically seasonal or annual) reconstructions are alternatively used, considering various proxy data, such as past tree-rings (Cook et al., 2015; Casas-Gómez et al., 2020; Tejedor et al., 2016; Kress et al., 2010; Nicault et al., 2008), speleothem (Vansteenberge et al., 2016), ice cores, sediments (Luoto and Nevalainen, 2017)”

L25-32 has been changed to,

While runoff is a key element related to water security, it is difficult to interpret recent hydroclimate fluctuations (multi-year droughts in particular) considering observed runoff records (Markonis and Koutsoyiannis, 2016; Hanel et al., 2018), which are in general seldom available for years prior 1900. In this way, we are missing runoff information on various severe multi-year droughts and pluvial periods, which can be assessed only indirectly using (typically seasonal or annual) reconstructions based on various proxy data, such as past tree-rings (Nicault et al., 2008; Kress et al., 2010; Cook et al., 2015; Tejedor et al., 2016; Casas-Gómez et al., 2020), speleothem (Vansteenberge et al., 2016), ice cores, sediments (Luoto and Nevalainen, 2017) and documentary and instrumental evidence (Pfister et al., 1999; Brázdil and Dobrovolný, 2009; Dobrovolný et al., 2010; Wetter et al., 2011)."

43-44: To be reformulated, please!

Author’s Response: "As an example of Hansson et al. (2011), which introduced a runoff series for the Baltic Sea only, between 1550 and 1995 using temperature and atmospheric circulation indices." has been changed to

L39-41  “As an example, Hansson et al. (2011) introduced a runoff series for the Baltic Sea for the period 1550–1995 using temperature and atmospheric circulation indices."

47-48: To be reformulated, please!
Author’s Response: “This can be achieved through a process-based model of varying complexity, with the advantage of following general physical laws – e.g., preserving mass balance, etc. Physical based models:”

L47-52 → "The available reconstructed precipitation and temperature series (or fields) can be used to reconstruct runoff with hydrological (process-based) models (Tshimanga et al., 2011; Armstrong et al., 2020) respecting general physical laws, such as preserving mass balance (e.g. MIKE SHE, Im et al., 2009; or VELMA Laaha et al., 2017) or data-driven methods which are able to capture complex non-linear relationships (for instance support vector machines Zuo et al., 2020; Ji et al., 2021; artificial neural networks ANNs; Senthil Kumar et al., 2005; Hu et al., 2018; Kwak et al., 2020; random forests Ghiggi et al., 2019; Li et al., 2021; Contreras et al., 2021)."

51: Reference Breiman et al., 2001 do not refer to a ML application for runoff/streamflow forecasting. You can find better ones


51: Reference Thiesen et al., 2019 and “shannon entropy” are not used for runoff/streamflow forecasting

Author’s Response: L52 → Reference has been removed

53: Contrasting (changing) → Changing

Author’s Response: L53 → Text was updated

53: Suggestion: limit their application outside boundary conditions observed during model training.

Author’s Response: Text has been modified as, L52-54 → "While, the lack of physical constraints in the data-driven models limits their application under changing boundary conditions (in comparison with those of the model training period), their advantage is that they can often directly use biased reconstructed data as an input series."

55: long-term → multi-century annual runoff reconstruction for 14 European catchments

Author’s Response: L55 → Text has been updated
“The objective of the present study is to provide a multi-century annual runoff reconstruction for 14 European catchments,”

57: Remove: proxy data (if you follow Important Remark 3)

Author’s Response: L57 → Text has been updated

57: “other long-term historical data sources” → GRDC and scPDSI
Author’s Response: L57 ⇒ Following text has been added “Old World Drought Atlas Self-calibrated Palmer Drought Severity Index (scPDSI) reconstruction (Cook et al., 2015). “

57: we use a combination of ⇒ we benchmarked the use of

Author’s Response: L68-70 ⇒ Text has been updated as, "For validation the reconstructed datasets, we considered the observational data records of precipitation and temperature (Menne et al., 2018), as well as runoff from the Global Runoff Data Center (GRDC; Fekete et al. 1999), which was also used for model calibration."

58: Conceptual HM → Conceptual lumped HM

Author’s Response: L58 ⇒ Conceptual HM is revised as "Conceptual lumped hydrological”

59: annual evolution → annual runoff

Author’s Response: L60 ⇒ Text has been updated

59: “We pay particular attention to low flows during drought years.” The models are not optimized to pay particular attention to negative annual runoff anomalies so I would avoid such sentence.

Author’s Response: L60 ⇒ Suggested statement has been removed

60: “Using long-term data on climatic conditions and runoff may provide an efficient technique of visualizing droughts and low flow periods”. Please reformulate or remove.

Author’s Response: L60 ⇒ Suggested statement has been removed

63: Drought identification → Drought identification methodology

Author’s Response: L62-63 ⇒ Text has been updated

63. To be reformulated. Suggestion: The accuracy of the employed precipitation and temperature reconstructions, as well as the derived runoff simulations, is evaluated in Section

Author’s Response: L63-64 ⇒ “The accuracy of the employed precipitation and temperature reconstructions, as well as the derived runoff simulations are evaluated in Section 4.”

69: data from ⇒ scPDSI drought indicator data from
**Author’s Response: L68 → Suggested term has been defined**

69: Remove: natural proxies (if you follow Important Remark 3)

**Author’s Response: L68 → Text has been removed**

75: To be reformulated, please!

**Author’s Response:”To this end Pauling et al. (2006), reconstructed precipitation (P) was done...” The above line has been changed to  
L74 → ”Reconstructed precipitation (P) was derived by Pauling et al. (2006) through principal component regression...”**

76. What about subparagraph: 2.1.1 Precipitation, 2.1.2 Temperature?

**Author’s Response: L72-73 → Subsection Precipitation has been introduced and the text "temperature gridded data” is removed.  
L77 → Subsection Temperature has been added.  
L79-80 → “Reconstructed temperature data was available in the same spatial and temporal resolution as precipitation.”  
L80 → The phrase "both of these” has been added.**

94-96: Consistency: Choose between dataset or data-set

**Author’s Response: L86, L89... → Suggested term (dataset) has been revised.**

104: “The runoff series from the GRDC were selected based on the condition of data availability, at least 25 years prior to 1900.” → Only GRDC runoff time series with at least 25 years of data prior 1900 were selected

**Author’s Response: L97-98 → The sentence was reformulated, as suggested above, so now it should be more clear.**

124: Remove “we” → Section 3.4... 

**Author’s Response: L117 has added ’Section 3.4’ in the manuscript.**

125: Section 3.5 presents the methods to identify annual runoff droughts

**Author’s Response: L118 → Suggested statement has been updated**

132: and the proxy data and
133: validation of individual catchments (Fig. 2) → Fig 2 refers to P evaluation

Author’s Response: L123 → The text "and the proxy data and” has been removed.

135: See Important remark 4

Author’s Response: L124 → It appears that Latex had a typos problem. It is now Table 2 at L124

138: It appears that Latex had a typos problem. It is now Table 2 at L124

181: Provide the metrics in Capital Case format

Author’s Response: L178-181 have been modified with Capital Case format.

“We used a set of seven statistical metrics to assess the performance of simulated runoff, namely: Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE), Pearson Correlation (R), Standard Deviation Ratio (rSD), Kling-Gupta efficiency (KGE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Bias (BIAS) and Relative Bias (relBIAS). The mathematical formulations of these metrics are provided in Appendix A1.”

199-204: This maybe belong more to Section 3.2 and 3.3

Author’s Response: L197-201 → We keep the original text since an introduction sentence is essential to describe related analysis.

212: “Some stations indicated a worse performance and could not adequately capture the observed temperature variability”. → Very likely, it is not the station that has bad skill, but the reconstruction
→ “Low skill observed at some GHCN stations can be explained by the unresolved variability of grid-cell average temperature, especially in regions with complex terrain.”

Author’s Response: L212-213 We agreed, the formulation was unfortunate. The statement was modified as suggested.

“Low skill observed at some locations can be explained by the unresolved variability of grid-cell average temperature, especially in regions with complex terrain.”

217: Consistency: GOF or gof

Author’s Response: L213 → This whole paragraph has been deleted because of aggregated time series analysis was already suggested to remove. But, we kept consistent (GOF) throughout the manuscript.

236-239: Move to Section 3.1
Author’s Response: L129-131 ➔ These lines are moved to section 3.1 and was deleted from L224.

240-241: GR1A is not driven by gridded data, but the catchment average value . . . ! Maybe move to Section 3.2.

Author’s Response: Section 3.2 has been explicitly stated, as suggested.
L136-137 ➔ "where \( Q \), \( E \) and \( P \) represent annual runoff, basin average potential evapotranspiration and basin average precipitation, respectively and \( i \) denotes the year."

260: Please reformulate (or remove between brackets content)

Author’s Response: We removed the brackets’ contents and replaced them with the following:
L244-246 ➔ "Across many study locations, the combination of reconstructed forcings and their 1-year lag performed the best in terms of rapid convergence (the number of iterations needed) and high accuracy from all input combinations for both data-driven models (BRNN, LSTM)."

277: I don’t get how scPDSI provide better representation of the temporal dependency structure

Author’s Response: L260 ➔ This statement regarding scPDSI dependancy was deleted.

287-288: Please reformulate

Author’s Response: Following lines has been reformulated Eventually, we decided to utilize that model since the metrics used (NSE, KGE, R, D, RMSE, MAE) to produce better results in one particular model.
L267-269 ➔ "Secondly, we identified the candidate best models for each of the 14 selected catchment, considering the GOFs based on the validation NSE and R greater than 0.5 and 0.7, respectively. The best model for each catchment was finally subjectively selected from those models considering the remaining validation measures (BIAS, rSD, KGE, RMSE and MAE) as well."

294: Please reformulate

Author’s Response: The whole statement was revised.
L274-277 ➔ "The latter figure compares the cumulative distribution functions of annual runoff for the periods 1500–1800, 1800–1900 and 1900–2000, as simulated by the BRNN(P+T+Lag) and LSTM(P+T+PDSI) – the two best performing models – and the GR1A (the most deviating simulation from the best model) with the distribution of the observed annual runoff for the Basel-Rheinhalle Rhine catchment."

297: simulations ➔ cumulative distribution of simulated runoff value

Author’s Response:
L278-279 ➔ Text has been revised as “The cumulative distribution of BRNN and LSTM simulated runoff values.”
Author’s Response: L303, text has been updated as “The agreement between the simulated and observed runoff deficit is lower compared to the annual runoff time series.”

Author’s Response: L354, L356, L361, L373, L375 are changed as annual runoff

Author’s Response: L357, text has been updated

Author’s Response: The text have modified a bit to explain the fact. L370-372 → "Moreover, proxy records that were used for the derivation of precipitation and temperature input fields are spatially heterogeneous with some regions being better represented than others. This inevitably leads to poor performance over the latter."

Author’s Response: L373 → Term has been updated

Author’s Response: We chose p as a better symbol for the predicted value instead of g as gridded. L393 → The terms \( p_i \) and \( o_i \) refer to the predicted and observed time series at point \( i \) respectively.

Author’s Response: L394 → Text has been updated

Author’s Response: L395 → Term has been changed as "Standard Deviation Ratio".

435: Remove: and epochs
435-437: Suggestion: The Huber Loss is employed to minimize the mean absolute error between observations and predictions. Model checkpointing is used to keep track of model weights evolutions during training and select the best model weights when the allocated max number of training iterations is reached.

**Author’s Response:** This comment was not entirely clear to us. The loss function (MAE) was in our case minimized during model compilation. However, we improved the description of the model setup and training. See methods and Appendices A2 and A3.
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